


Connecting dynamic women to support Casa’s purpose...

to integrate Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) 
in homes, schools, the workplace and communities, thereby reducing bullying 
and abuse to achieve positive social change.

A BRIEF HISTORY:
Casa was originally an acronym for Center Against Sexual Assault founded in 1973. We incorpo-
rated in Arizona in 1976 as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. In 2012, Casa expanded its original 
mission and became Casa Center for Positive Social Change and embraced our new tagline, 
Positively Powerful as a call to action. To date, we have proudly served more than 1,000,000 indi-
viduals helping them live healthier, happier lives.
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As Dr. Maurice Elias of Rutgers University stated, “Emotional well-being is dramatically and positively 
predictive not only of academic achievement, but also of satisfactory and productive experiences in the 
world of work and marriage, even of better physical health.”



Casa’s mission: Teach children, teens and adults social and emotional intelligence as well as 
healthy relationship skills while reducing bullying, meanness, abuse and violence.

What is Emotional Intelligence (EQ)?
Emotional Intelligence is learning to understand our own 
and others emotions, behavior patterns, and needs, and 
how to effectively navigate those emotions to create posi-
tive interactions and relationships with ourselves and 
others. Simply put, it is being smart with our emotions - 
learning how to control our emotions rather than letting 
our emotions control us. 

What is Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)?
SEL is the process through which children and adults de-
velop fundamental social and emotional skills to handle 
themselves, their relationships and their tasks effectively 
and ethically. (CASEL) 

Why is Emotional Intelligence (EQ) the solution?
Emotions are the essence of the human experience.  We 
feel wonder, joy, passion, and purpose; we also feel fear, 
antipathy, anger, and frustration.  The way we react to our 
feelings can help us create a more peaceful and prosper-
ous world, or it can move us to destroy each other and the 
world we share.  The key need, therefore, is to teach chil-
dren, teens and adults emotional intelligence.
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Life can be tough:

At school:
• Bullying. Peer pressure. Iso-
lation. Acting out and aggres-
sive behavior. Poor academic
performance. Skipping school.
Depression. Escapism.

At the workplace:
• Sexual harassment. Chal-
lenging relationships with co-
workers. Ineffective commu-
nication. Mean-spiritedness.  
Uncooperative and negative 
atmosphere.

At home: 
• Poor family communication.
Lack of connection and inabil-
ity to collaborate. Emotional
abuse. Physical and/or sex-
ual abuse. Drug and alcohol
abuse.



What is Casa’s Women’s Leadership Circle?  
Casa Women’s Leadership Circle unites dynamic valley women in social and educational gath-
erings for spirited conversation and networking opportunities as well as engaging in Casa’s 
mission and vision.  As a member of Casa’s Women’s Leadership Circle, you will learn about 
Casa’s:

• Role in the rapidly growing international Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) movement
• Leadership in Arizona integrating and advocating for EQ & SEL and healthy relationship
skills to be taught in all schools and throughout our community
• Education programs that reduce bullying, meanness, sexual abuse and dating violence
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What benefits do you receive as a member of WLC?
— A one and one-half hour Casa EQ Workshop (at no charge) 
— Invitation to observe an SEL class by a Casa trainer to experience firsthand the emotional im-
pact of SEL training on students
— Invitation to fall, holiday and spring membership social and networking gatherings at local 
venues
— Name listed with permission on website
— Quarterly email updates with member highlights opportunity
— Receive WLC Directory of Members



Casa teaches positive social change through the following programs:
BrighterHearts.KinderMinds - Kindergarten - 8th Grade
Casa utilizes evidence-based Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and bullying prevention cur-
riculums to teach emotional intelligence and meanness reduction. This program is customized to 
meet each school’s individual needs. The curriculums are enhanced by incorporating art, video, 
music and literature which increase and promote positivity and empathy building, while promot-
ing and celebrating cultural differences and commonalities.

P.O.W.E.R. (Positive Outcome With Every Relationship) - 6th-12th Grade
Casa created the POWER program to teach adolescents the difference between healthy and un-
healthy relationships, how to identify sexual harassment and what conditions lead to sexual vio-
lence. This program has strong and valuable messages to educate students 6-12th grade on the 
characteristics of healthy, positive relationships versus abusive situations, and how to seek and 
ask for help when in an abusive situation. The POWER program has been taught to more than 
80,000 students.

Kids Talk, No More Secrets - Taught in Pre-school-6th Grade
Appalling statistics report 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys will be sexually abused before the age of 18. 
To prevent sexual abuse of children by someone they know versus common “stranger danger” 
lessons, Casa’s Kids Talk program teaches children to recognize, refuse, and report attempts 
at, and incidents of, child sexual abuse. Casa has provided its sexual abuse prevention program 
‘Kids Talk’ since 1975 in hundreds of Valley Schools, reaching more than 1 million students. As a 
result, sexual abuse has been prevented and stopped for thousands of Valley children.

Casa’s Community Workshops
Casa’s Resource and Training Center offers training, workshops, and seminars to support ad-
ministrators, managers, and community leaders to create cultures of positivity based on the inte-
gration of emotional intelligence. Our trainings introduce principles and practices to implement 
effective positive social change strategies. 
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Educate yourself.  Advocate by telling others.

Take leadership in the movement. Act today.

For more information, log on to casacares.org

or contact 

The Womens Leadership Circle Chair,

Susan Hoffland at 602.478.1844

Take action today for a more peacful tomorrow.

It’s positively powerful!

network - advocate - celebrate




